
Races D6 / Lonto

Name: Lonto

Designation: Sentient

Classification: Humanoid

Skin color: Pale green

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Blue

Distinctions: Pointed ears

Attribute Dice: 12D

Dex: 2D/4D

Know: 2D/4D

Mech: 2D/4D

Perc: 2D/4D

Str: 2D/4D

Tech: 2D/4D

Special Abilities:

         Plant Manipulation: The Lonto have the ability to control

the growth of plants and to manipulate various aspects of the plant, such as the amount of useful healing

sap produced by Tragia Leaves, or the amount of fruit that a tree might bear. Depending on what they

intend to do, the Gamesmaster sets a target number for the difficulty, so causing a tree to double it's size

might require a Heroic roll, to get it to spontaneously grow fruit Difficult, but for these effects to take place

over a longer period or have a lesser effect, then the target number might be as low as easy. The Lonto

then must make a WIllpower or Control (if they have it) roll against this target number for their ability to

work.

Story Factors:

         Natural Force Users: All Lonto have the ability to use the force and are Force Sensitive, even if

untrained they have access to the Plant Manipulation ability above. As such they were hunted to near

extinction during the Imperial Era.

Move: 10/12

Description: The Lonto were a sentient species that worshipped the light side of the Force, had a strong

connection to nature, and were devoted to the good of the natural world. The Lonto could use the light

side of the Force to grow and manipulate plants. In 382 BBY, Susalee represented them on the

Convocation of the Force, a council of representatives from groups connected to the Force that operated

on the holy moon Jedha.

Susalee represented the Lonto in a number of matters, including the petition of the Yacombe, a former



dark side group with whom the Lonto had a long history, for membership in the Convocation and the Path

of the Open Hand cult's petition for the Convocation to be disbanded.

Biology and appearance

The Lonto were a sentient humanoid species. One member, Susalee, had pale green skin with lines

across it, brown hair, blue eyes, and pointed ears. The Lonto were Force users who could use the Force

to grow and manipulate plants and had the ability to heal injuries through a mystical power, utilizing tragia

leaves to do so.

Society and culture

The Lonto were spiritual and worshipped the light side of the Force. They had a deep connection to the

natural world that they were very proud of, and were devoted to channeling the power of the Force for the

good of the natural world. They believed that when a person died, they passed into a realm known as the

Garden Beyond.

Lonto in the galaxy

The Convocation

The Lonto had a long history with the Yacombe, a religion that was once affiliated with the dark side of

the Force but later denounced it. In 382 BBY, Lonto member Susalee represented them in the

Convocation of the Force, a council of representatives from various religious groups affiliated with the

Force that operated on the holy moon Jedha. That year, in the Convocation Chambers in Jedha's Holy

City, Susalee held back Fallanassi representative Sirené from attacking a Yacombe envoy who was

attempting to petition for a seat on the Convocation by wrapping Sirené's body with vines.

Susalee defended the Yacombe, citing their history with the Lonto, but the Matukai representative Waran

Val sliced through Susalee's vines with an axe, upsetting her, knocking her off balance, and causing her

to cry out. After the envoy retracted their petition, Susalee decided that they should not discuss what had

happened and look to the next day for a fresh perspective. When various artifacts began going missing

across the Holy City, Susalee suggested that it was spicerunners using them for collateral in their deals.

Susalee later helped heal Jedi Knight Vildar Mac's injuries that he sustained from a bombing at the

Temple of the Kyber using tragia leaves, which she used the Force to control and wrap around his body.

She revealed to him that Archivist Zumeg had died in the explosion by telling Mac he had "passed into

the Garden Beyond." Later, she was present at a meeting of the Convocation with Mac where they

discussed the potential perpetrators of the bombing, eventually deciding to present a cover story to the

public that a buildup of gas had caused it.

The Path of the Open Hand

When Werth Plouth, the Herald of the Path of the Open Hand, a cult who disapproved of using the Force,

petitioned for the Convocation to be disbanded and use of the Force to be temporarily banned, he also

accused the Lonto of abusing the Force. Susalee and Val defended the Lonto, insisting they only

channeled the Force for the good of the natural world. Shortly after, during riots incited by Plouth at the

beginning of the Battle of Jedha, Susalee was mentally disturbed by the presence of the Leveler, a

Nameless creature utilized by the Path that preyed on Force-sensitives and caused them to hallucinate.



As a result, Susalee began attacking many citizens with her vines while proclaiming that she was

protecting the peace and the light. Jedi Master Leebon attempted to talk her down but failed.

Later, when Fel Ix, a member of the Path of the Open Hand, explained to Jedi Padawan Rooper Nitani

why the Path wanted to stop the Jedi, Nitani asked why they did not target other groups that used the

Force like the Lonto. Ix explained that they also wanted them to stop using it but that the Jedi were the

most powerful and prominent Force-using group. 
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